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4mm Scale
Transfers for Cambrian Railways locomotives & rolling stock circa 1899 to 1915
(Freight Stock) & circa 1899 to 1909 (Passenger Stock)
TW4.1: 2 plank and 4 plank – Company Name
All white. ‘CAM RYS’ and Feathers; sufficient for four
wagons.

TW4.2: 2 plank and 4 plank Open
All white. Sufficient numbers for twenty one 2 plank
dropside wagons, ten 2 plank open wagons and twenty one
4 plank open wagons
“Load” for eight, 8 ton and six, 10 ton wagons
“Tare” for eight, 2 plank and seven 4 plank wagons

TW4.3: Timber and Outside Frame Brake Van
All white. ‘CAM RYS’ (sans serif) and Feathers for three
Single Timber Trucks (no sides)
‘CAM RYS’ and Feathers. Four sets for Single and Twin
Timber Trucks (with sides), Furniture Van Truck and Steel
Framed Brake Van.
Numbers: Single Timber Trucks (no sides): 570, 743, 747,
836, 1201, 1209, 1211, 1214, 1801, 1822.
Single Timber Trucks (with sides) numbers: 1970, 1975,
1979, 2240, 2255, 2264, 2273, 2278.
Twin Timber Trucks (with sides) numbers: 2286, 2291.
“Load” sufficient for seven Timber Trucks
“Tare” sufficient for eight Timber Trucks.
For numbers, “Load” and “Tare” for Furniture Van Truck
and Steel Framed Brake Van see TW4.5
TW4.4: 8 plank Open
All white.
‘CAM RYS’ and Feathers for one wagon.
Numbers for five wagons.
“Load” for one wagon.
“Tare” for two wagons.
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TW4.5: Specialist Wagons
All white.
Furniture Van Truck: Numbers for two wagons, “Load”
and “Tare” for one wagon
Steel Framed Brake Van: Numbers for two vans (numbers
9 and 11)
Boiler Truck: ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ and Feathers for
one wagon; numbers for two wagons (2510+2511); “Load”
and “Tare” for one wagon.
Gas Tank Wagon (Twin): ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ and
Feathers for one wagon; Numbers for two wagons (1+10)
NB: ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ are sufficient for one of either
a Boiler Truck or Gas Tank.
TW4.6: Covered Vans
All white shaded black unless otherwise stated:
‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ sufficient for four vans.
6 Ton side numbers: 735, 946, 951, 1071, 1105, 1389,
1731, 1741, 2474, 2485.
6 Ton end numbers (white) for above.
7 Ton side numbers: 1726, 1747, 2516.
7 Ton end numbers (white) for above
“Load” (white) for four 6 Ton and two 7 Ton vans
“Tare” (white) for four vans.
TW4.7: Large Cattle
All white shaded black unless otherwise stated.
‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ sufficient for four wagons.
Side numbers for ten wagons.
End numbers (white) for ten wagons.
“Load” (white) for five wagons
“Tare” (white) for four wagons

TW4.8: 6 Ton Tranship Van
All white shaded black unless otherwise stated.
‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’, van lettering, side and end
numbers (white) for unique 6 Ton Van.
For “Load” (To Carry 6 Tons) and “Tare” (6-10-0) use
TW4.6.
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TW4.9: 18’ Outside Frame Brake Van
All white shaded black unless otherwise stated.
‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ for two vans.
Side numbers for five vans.
End numbers (white) for five vans

TW4.10: 13 Ton Inside Frame Brake Van
All white shaded black unless otherwise stated.
‘CAM RYS’ and Feathers for one van.
Side numbers for three vans.
“Tare” (white) for one van.

TC4.1: Coach Lettering
All in gold shaded light and dark blue.
‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ sufficient for five coaches
‘CAMn RLYs’ sufficient for two coaches
Class designation: ‘FIRST’ x 8; ‘SECOND’ x 6; ‘THIRD’ x
38.
‘Luggage Compt’ x 8.
‘Guard’ x 4.

TC4.2: 4w Coach Numbering
All in gold shaded light and dark blue.
Numbers for 4 wheel passenger coaching stock - a
selection of ten numbers.

TC4.3: 6w Coach Numbering
All in gold shaded light and dark blue.
Numbers for 6 wheel passenger coaching stock - a
selection of 36 numbers.
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TC4.4: 8w Coach Numbering
All in gold shaded light and dark blue.
Numbers for 8 wheel passenger coaching stock - a
selection of 22 numbers.

TC4.5: Non Passenger Stock
All in gold shaded light and dark blue unless otherwise
stated.
17’ Horse Box: Feathers for two vehicles; numbers for five
vehicles. (For ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ use set TC4.1.)
Hounds Van: Title for one vehicle; numbers for two
vehicles. (For ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ use set TC4.1. and
for Crests use set TC4.6.)
Covered Carriage Truck: Feathers for one vehicle;
numbers for two vehicles, “Load” and “Tare” (white) for one
vehicle. (For ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ use set TC4.1.)
Open Carriage Truck: Numbers for four vehicles, “Load”
(white) and “Tare” (white) for two vehicles.
(For
‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ use set TC4.1.)
Milk and Milk and Poultry Vans: ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’
for two vehicles; Feathers for one vehicle; numbers for
three vehicles, “Tare” (white) for one vehicle.

TC4.6: Crest and Feathers
Multicolour Crests x 24 and Feathers x 8 for use on
Carriage Stock and Locomotives

TL4.1: Locomotives
‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ (gold shaded red) sufficient for
two locomotives
Buffer beam Numerals and “No.” (gold shaded black and
white) for two locomotives.
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7mm Scale
Transfers for Cambrian Railways locomotives & rolling stock circa
1899 to 1915 (Freight Stock) & circa 1899 to 1909 (Passenger Stock
TW7.1: 2 plank and 4 plank – Company Name
All white. ‘CAM RYS’ and Feathers sufficient for two
wagons.

TW7.2: 2 plank and 4 plank Open
All white.
Numbers: 2 plank dropside wagons: 136, 490, 779, 998,
1124, 2350, 2354, 2363, 2371, and 2381.
Numbers: 2 plank open wagons: 1750, 1766, 1777, and
1791.
Numbers: 4 plank open wagons: 276, 317, 329, 500, 696,
728, 829, 912, 2327, and 2345.
“Load” sufficient for four 8 ton and three 10 ton wagons.
“Tare” sufficient for four 2 plank and three 4 plank wagons

TW7.3: Timber and Outside Frame Brake Van
All white.
‘CAM RYS’ (sans serif) and Feathers sufficient for two
Single Timber Trucks (no sides)
‘CAM RYS’ and Feathers three sets for Single and Twin
Timber Trucks (with sides), Furniture Van Truck and Steel
Framed Brake Van.
Single Timber Trucks (no sides) numbers: 570, 747, 836,
1201, 1209, 1822.
Single Timber Trucks (with sides) numbers: 1975, 1979,
2241, 2264.
Twin Timber Trucks (with sides) numbers: 2286, 2292.
“Load” sufficient for four Timber Trucks
“Tare” sufficient for four Timber Trucks.
For numbers, “Load” and “Tare” for Furniture Van Truck and
Steel Framed Brake Van see TW7.5
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TW7.4: 8plank Open
All white.
‘CAM RYS’ and Feathers for one wagon.
Numbers for three wagons.
“Load” for one wagon.
“Tare” for two wagons.

TW7.5: Specialist Wagons (2 per pack)
All white.
Furniture Van Truck: numbers, “Load” and “Tare” for two
wagons.
Steel Framed Brake Van: numbers for two vans (Nos. 9
and 11)
Boiler Truck: ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ and Feathers for
two wagons; numbers for two wagons (Nos. 2510 and
2511), “Load” and “Tare” for two wagons.
Gas Tank Wagon (Twin): ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ and
Feathers sufficient for two wagons;
Numbers for two wagons (Nos. 1 and 10)
NB: ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ are sufficient for one of each
Boiler Truck and Gas Tank or two of the same wagon.

TW7.6: Covered Vans
All white shaded black unless otherwise stated.
‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ sufficient for three vans.
6 ton side numbers: 951, 1071, 1731, 2474.
6 ton end numbers (white) for above
7 ton side numbers: 1726, 1747, 2516.
7 ton end numbers (white): for above
“Load” (white) sufficient for two 6 ton and two 7 ton vans
“Tare” (white) sufficient for three vans.
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TW7.7: Large Cattle
All white shaded black unless otherwise stated,
‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ sufficient for three wagons.
Side numbers and end numbers (white) for nine wagons.
“Load” (white) and “Tare” (white) for three wagons.

TW7.8: 6 ton Tranship Van
All white shaded black unless otherwise stated.
‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’, van lettering, side numbers and
end numbers (white) for unique 6ton van.
For “Load” (To Carry 6 Tons) and “Tare” (6-10-0) use
TW7.6.

TW7.9: 18’ Outside Frame Brake Van
All white shaded black unless otherwise stated.
‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ sufficient for two vans.
Side numbers and end numbers (white) for three vans.

TW7.10: 13 ton Inside Frame Brake Van (twin pack)
All white shaded black unless otherwise stated.
‘CAM RYS’ and Feathers sufficient for two vans.
Side numbers for three vans.
“Tare” (white) for two vans.
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TC7.1: Coach Lettering
All in gold shaded light and dark blue.
‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ sufficient for two to four coaches.
‘CAMn RLYs’ sufficient for one coach
Class designations: ‘FIRST’ x 8; ‘SECOND’ x 4; ‘THIRD’ x
22.
‘Luggage Compt’ x 6.
‘Guard’ x 4.

TC7.2: 4 Wheel Coach Numbering
All in gold shaded light and dark blue.
Numbers for 4 wheel passenger coaching stock - a
selection of nine numbers.

TC7.3: 6 Wheel Coach Numbering
All in gold shaded light and dark blue.
Numbers for 6 wheel passenger coaching stock - a
selection of 28 numbers.

TC7.4: 8 Wheel Coach Numbering
All in gold shaded light and dark blue.
Numbers for 8 wheel passenger coaching stock - a
selection of 15 numbers.
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TC7.5: Non Passenger Stock
All in gold shaded light and dark blue unless otherwise
stated.
17’ Horse Box: Feathers for two vehicles, numbers for
three vehicles. (For ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ use set
TC7.1.)
Hounds Van: Title for one vehicle, numbers for two
vehicles. (For ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ use set TC7.1 and
for Crests use set TC7.6.)
Covered Carriage Truck: Feathers for one vehicle,
numbers for two vehicles, “Load” and “Tare” (white) for one
vehicle. (For ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ use set TC4.1.)
Open Carriage Truck: Numbers for two vehicles, “Load”
(white) and “Tare” (white) for one vehicle. (For ‘CAMBRIAN
RAILWAYS’ use set TC7.1.)
Milk and Milk and Poultry Vans: ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’
for two vehicles, feathers for one vehicle; numbers for three
vehicles, “Tare” (white) for one vehicle.

TC7.6: Crest and Feathers
Multicolour Crests (x 14) and Feathers (x 5) for use on
Carriage Stock and Locomotives

TL7.1: Locomotives
‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ (gold shaded red) for two
locomotives
Buffer beam Numerals and “No.” (gold shaded black and
white) sufficient for two locomotives.
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Some notes on Cambrian Railways Livery
These transfers have been commissioned by the Welsh Railways Research Circle and
produced by Fox Transfers based on research and artwork by Richard Evans of CamKits.
A number of sources have been researched to produce as accurately as possible a
representation of Cambrian Railways stock livery during the period 1899-1909 for coaching
stock and 1899-1915 for freight stock and locomotives, although many vehicles would have
continued in their original livery for some years after these dates. Amongst the sources
researched are:
Great Western Way published by HMRS
A Register of Absorbed Coaching Stock by E R Mountford
Wagon registers compiled by Harold Morgan
Notes and correspondence of Mike Lloyd
Photographs where available.
Whereas every effort has been made to ensure accuracy, if you know otherwise and have
evidence to support it then please let us know.
____________________________________________________________________________

Freight Stock: c1899-1915
TIMBER TRUCKS without sides
Company Title: ‘CAM-RYS’: Letters white unshaded, 5½” located either side of Feather
Emblem on solebar.
Numbers: Numbers white unshaded 21/4” located above coupling hook pocket each end.
Feather Emblem: White unshaded 6” located centrally on solebar.

TIMBER TRUCKS with sides and FURNITURE VAN TRUCK
Company Title: ‘CAM-RYS’: Letters white 8” located either side of Feather Emblem.
Numbers: White unshaded 3” located centrally on each end plank.
Feather Emblem: White unshaded 8” located centrally on side plank.

Open Wagons 2 plank and 4 plank.
Company Title: ‘CAM-RYS’: Letters white unshaded 1’ located either side of central panel.
Numbers: Numbers white unshaded 3” located on 1st/2nd plank at each end,
NB: Official photo of 2 plank, 8 ton, dropside wagon 2399 shows wagon number 5” to both sides
and ends; there is no evidence to say whether this was done in service or on all wagons in the
series.
Feather Emblem: White unshaded 1’1½ located centrally between ‘CAM RYS’.

Open Wagons 8 plank 15 ton
Company Title: ‘CAM-RYS’: Letters white 1’7” located either side of central panel.
Numbers: Numbers white unshaded 4½” located on 1st or 2nd plank at each end.
“Load” / “Tare”: 4½” / 3¼”
Feather Emblem: White unshaded 1’6” located centrally above side door.
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Flush Sided Brake Vans
Company Title: ‘CAM-RYS’: white 1’4½” but Mike Morton Lloyd drawing and photo scales at 1’
located half way up sides either side of Feather Emblem. Official photos show it to be shaded
although there is doubt it was shaded in service.
Numbers: White unshaded 6” located on top framing member at each end and also centrally to
sides above Feather Emblem.
Official photos show side numbers shaded, there is doubt if they were shaded in service.
Feather Emblem: White 1’1½” located centrally on sides between ‘CAM-RYS’.
Official photos show emblem shaded, there is doubt if it was shaded in service.

Steel Framed Brake Vans
Company Title: CAM-RYS’: Located either side of central panel. Letters white 8”; official photo
shows it to be unshaded.
Numbers: Numbers white 6” to top of central verandah panel at each end and centrally to
sides above Feathers Emblem; official photo shows them unshaded.
Feather Emblem: White 8” located centrally to each side between CAM-RYS, official photo
shows it to be unshaded.

Covered Vans, Cattle Wagons and Outside Framed Brake Vans
Company Title: ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’ letters solid white 3½” located either side of central
doors. Official photos show letters shaded black; the few photos in service are not conclusive,
some showing unshaded but G W Way says ‘there is some doubt as to whether it was shaded
in traffic.” MML says lettering was shaded black.
Numbers: Numbers white 3½” located to each side on the centre doors, and 3” on top framing
member at each end. Official photos and one taken in Oswestry wagon works, show side
numbers shaded.
Feather Emblem: None

Gas Tank Wagons
Company Title: ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’; letters white unshaded 3½” located either side of
central panel.
Numbers: Numbers white unshaded 3½” centrally to tank sides below Feather Emblem.
Feather Emblem: White unshaded, 1’1½” centrally to tank sides at or above centre line.
____________________________________________________________________________

Passenger Stock (circa 1899-1909)
Company Title: ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’; letters gold, shaded light blue to the right and dark
blue below 3½” suggest ¾” thick.
Generally located in eaves panel either side of centre line with at least one eaves panel
between.
Saloons: located in the waste panel.
Nos.234, 266, 210-215 - placed towards the ends of each side.
54’6” stock - twice towards each end.
Numbers: Gold shaded light blue to the right and dark blue below 2⅞”
Generally located twice in the waist panels, need to refer to photos of particular vehicles for
exact location. Some brake vans have one number on ducket side where central.
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Class Lettering: Gold shaded light blue to the right and dark blue below, first letter 2⅞” others
2¼” all ½” thick
Generally located in door waste panels.
Other Door Lettering: Gold shaded light blue to the right and dark blue below, first letter 2¼”
others 2” all ½” thick
Generally located in door waste panels.
Garter Crest: 8⅝” diameter. (MML drawing)
4 wheel and shorter 6 wheel stock and brake vans - one per side on lower panel.
Longer 6 wheel and bogie stock - two per side.
Lavatory stock - etched on windows.
Feathers: Multicoloured 12163 ” (MML drawing)
Saloons and 45’ stock - one per side in lower panel.
54’6” stock - twice per side in lower panel (Need to check photos for exact locations)
____________________________________________________________________________

Green Vehicles - excluding gas tank wagons (circa 1899-1909)
Company Title: ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’; as for passenger stock located on the sides, (use
appropriate photos to check location. GW Way says all vehicles except STORES Vans but
photo of No.94 shows Company Title?
MEAT VAN no.292: Reduced to ‘CAMN’ ‘RLYS’ in eaves panel either side of central doors
Numbers: In varying locations; same height and colours as company title.
Garter Crest: As for passenger stock to the following vehicles ONLY:
HOUNDS VAN: Once per side on lower panel of double doors
MEAT VAN no.292: Twice per side on lower panel
Feathers: Gold shaded dark and pale blue to the following vehicles ONLY:
HORSE BOXES: Once below the company title c.14½”
COVERED CARRIAGE TRUCKS and STORES VANS: Twice on the lower sides c.14½”
MILK and POULTRY VANS: Small plumes, twice to sides c.7¼”
____________________________________________________________________________

Locomotives: c.1899-1915
Company Title: ‘CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS’; letters gold, shaded light red to the right and dark
red below, with white highlights? 3½” - suggest ¾” thick.
Generally located either side of ‘Feathers’ to tender and tank sides
Garter Crest: 8⅝” diameter. (MML drawing)
Generally located on the leading splashers of 2-4-0s and 4-4-0s and middle splasher of ‘15’ and
‘73’ class 0-6-0s
Feathers: Multicoloured 12163 ” (MML drawing)
Generally located centrally between ‘CAMBRIAN’ and ‘RAILWAYS’ on tender and tank sides
Number Plates: Oval cast brass plates to cab sides; generally, 15” x 10” with ‘CAMBRIAN’ and
‘RAILWAYS’ split top and bottom. Raised letters and numbers with red background.
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Numbers: Numbers gold, shaded white to the right and black below 6” plus shading. To
locomotive and tender buffer beams.
Lining: Mid chrome orange band ¾” edged both sides with ⅛” red lines.
Generally to cabsides, splashers, boiler bands, tender sides and back, tanksides and fronts,
bunker backs.
Red lines to wheel rims and spokes, valance, footsteps; tender flare, frames, springs and
axlebox covers.
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The CAMBRIAN RAILWAYS 4mm and 7mm Transfer Range
RRP
TW4.1 - 2+4 plank opens: 'Cam Rys'

£6.50

TW4.2 - 2+4 plank opens: Numbers, “Load”, “Tare”

£6.50

TW4.3 - Timber, FV + OUTSIDE FRAME

£6.50

brake van

TW4.4 - 8plank Open:

£4.00

TW4.5 - Specialist Wagons:

£4.00

TW4.6 - Covered Vans:

£6.50

TW4.7 - Large Cattle:

£6.50

TW4.8 – Tranship Van:

£4.00

TW4.9 - 18' OUTSIDE FRAME

Brake Van:

£4.00

TW7.1 - 2+4 plank opens: 'Cam Rys'

£8.00

TW7.2 2+4 plank opens: Numbers, “Load”, “Tare”

£8.00

TW7.3 Timber, FV + OUTSIDE FRAME

£8.00

TW7.4 - 8plank Open:

£6.00

TW7.5 - Specialist Wagons:

£8.00

TW7.6 - Covered Vans:

£8.00

TW7.7 - Large Cattle:

£8.00

TW7.8 - Tranship Van:

£6.00

TW7.9 - 18' OUTSIDE FRAME

Brake Van:

Total £s

£4.00

TW4.10 - 13t ISF Brake Van:

brake van:

Number Required

£6.00

TW7.10 - 13t ISF Brake Van:

£8.00

TC4.1 - All Passenger: Coach Lettering

£8.00

TC4.2 - 4w passenger: Coach Numbering:

£4.00

TC4.3 - 6w passenger: Coach Numbering:

£8.00

TC4.4 - 8w passenger: Coach Numbering:

£8.00

TC4.5 - Non Passenger: Lettering + Numbering

£10.00

TC4.6 - Coaches + Locomotives: Feathers & Crests

£10.00

TC7.1 - All Passenger: Coach Lettering

£15.00

TC7.2 - 4w passenger: Coach Numbering:

£7.50

TC7.3 - 6w passenger: Coach Numbering:

£15.00

TC7.4 - 8w passenger: Coach Numbering:

£15.00

TC7.5 - Non Passenger: Lettering + Numbering

£15.00

TC7.6 - Coaches + Locomotives: Feathers & Crests

£15.00

TL4.1 - Locomotives: Lettering + Numbering

£4.00

TL7.1 - Locomotives: Lettering + Numbering

£10.00
Sub Total
Add post and packing

£1.50

Total due
Please make cheques payable to the Welsh Railways Research Circle and send this form and your
cheque to the address on the front cover
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